
(Use with 30" AQUOS) AN-P30ARM
(Use with 37" AQUOS) AN-P37ARM

Articulating Swivel Arm 
Accommodates 30" and 37" AQUOS™ Liquid Crystal Televisions

The new AN-P30/37ARM articulating wall arm mount offers vast functionality in viewing large wide-screen
AQUOS Liquid Crystal Televisions. This mount can extend up to 29-1/2 inches; when retracted, the screen is
almost flush with the wall yet still provides up to a 5 degree vertical tilt. Three pivot points allow multiple
viewing positions for virtually any location within a room. The articulating swivel arm offers a new sleek high
gloss silver design with cable management that is consumer friendly versus industrial-like counterparts. The
AN-P30ARM accommodates 30" AQUOS models and the AN-P37ARM accommodates 37" AQUOS models.

Features include:

Unique Three Point Swivel Action allows the AN-
P30/37ARM to serve as a standard fixed-mount or tilt-
mount bracket and permits the AQUOS to extend up
to 29-1/2 inches. When fully extended, the AQUOS can
be rotated horizontally up to 180 degrees for viewing
positions anywhere within the room. When the
mount is fully retracted, the panel is only 4 1/3 inches
from the wall. Whether viewing requires the mount to
be fully extended or retracted, it still offers 5 degrees
of tilt action.

Cable management clips are included with this mount
that contain and protect the main cable connection of
the AQUOS to its AVC system.

Heavy Gauge Cold Rolled Steel Anti-Sag Construction can
support up to a 90-pound television and still offer
effortless articulation. The silver-fused epoxy finish is
scratch resistant and matches the finish of the AQUOS
exterior cabinet.

Unit Dimensions: Please refer to diagram on next page

Unit Weight: 24 lbs.

Carton Dimensions: 15 3/4" x 6 5/8" x 18 1/4"  (w x h x d)   

Shipping Weight: 26 lbs.

Maximum Load Capacity: 90 lbs.

Mountable Surfaces: Wood Studs, Solid Concrete,
Concrete Block

Compatibility:
AN-P30ARM: Accommodates 30" AQUOS 
AN-P37ARM: Accommodates 37" AQUOS 

UPC:
AN-P30ARM: 074000362116
AN-P37ARM: 074000362185

Features & Specifications:



Dimensions

Product specifications and design subject to change without notification.

Manufacturer’s Limited Warranty: 5 Year Parts and Labor

See Operation Manual or your dealer for complete details.

TV screen sizes measured diagonally.
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